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Switch -hit teaching
may save positions
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The Flying Karamazov Brothers demonstrate their juggling skill during the opening of the S ii Amphitheatre

Karamazovs
help christen
amphitheater
"The Flying Karamazo,
Brothers" were one of the highlights
of the two-day grand opening celebration of the Student Union’s
Amphitheater Thursday.
The Karamazov brothers combined a spectacular juggling act.
which included flaming batons,
sickles, and hatchets, with an hour
of comedy.
The new $50,000 amphitheater
was not only filled, but a crowd
gathered and milled about along the
southeast corner of the Student
Union where the new facility is
located.
But the Karamazov Brothers
were not the only ones to help open
the outdoor theater. The comedy act
of the "Ducks Breath Mystery
Theater" appeared early to give an
at-times ribald performance.
The SJSU Concert Band gave a
performance of classical music
after the two comedy acts had appeared.
On Wednesday guitarists Skip
Garcia, and Fred Navarro, plus the
Dwight Cannon Jazz Group, opened
the event.
The Student Union Programming
Office encourages official student
groups, and groups sponsored by
student organizations to use the new
facility by applying at its office. But
the amphitheater is not open to non student organizations
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The in ttt fire eating is demonstrated by one of the Karamazov Brothers

Academic candidates stress
improving faculty’s morale
By David Koenig
Faculty can do more to influence
and improve morale and priorities
of the university.
That is the sentiment of candidates seeking the School of Social
Science’s two seats on the SJSU
Academic Senate.
Four instructors are on the ballot
in what figures to be the most hotly
contested faculty race for the
senate.
Of the candidates, one is an incumbent, one a former member and
chairman of the senate and one has
senate committee experience.
Competing for the seats are Dr.
Geoffrey Tootell, associate professor of sociology, Dr. Theodore

Norton, professor of political
science, Dr. David McNeil, associate professor of history and Dr.
Walter Plant, professor of psychology.
Ballots will be mailed to faculty
April 8 and must be returned to the
senate office by 2 p.m., April 21. The
votes will be sent to the senate April
22 and counted the following day.
Tootell is trying to hold onto the
seat he won a year ago. After one
year on the senate, Tootell is impressed by its potential.
"It offers a very real opportunity
for people who are teaching to take
an active part in controlling the conditions under which they work," he
said.

Councilman criticized
for abstention on vote
A.S. councilman and presidential
candidate Nathan Price was
criticized Wednesday by A.S. President James Ferguson and a councilman for abstaining during a vote on
the control of the Student Union.
By an 8-5 vote Tuesday, the S.U.
Board of Governors voted to give
control of the building’s lease to the
A.S. The current lease, held by the
University Foundation, expires June
30.
The proposed change in lease
control goes to SJSU President John
H. Bunzel, and, if signed, to the
CSUC Chancellor’s Office.
Price’s was the only abstaining
vote at the session.
At Wednesday’s A.S. Council
meeting, representative Steve
Madwin introduced a motion to
remove Price as council representative on the S.U. Board of
Governors. Madwin called Price’s
abstention "deplorable," and

claimed Price sought the committee
post only to enhance his further
political ambitions.
Ferguson was the only person to
back Madwin’s charge.
"He ( Price) was put on that committee to represent the views of the
council," Ferguson said. Price’s
abstention was "ridiculous," and
Ferguson charged Price with "constantly politicking."
Other council members claimed
Price was not at fault.
Vice-chairwoman Edna Campbell said the council was to blame for
not specifically telling Price what it
wanted.
Councilwoman Pam Wagner
backed Price, and told Madwin. "I
can’t believe you’re doing this."
Madwin’s proposal to remove
Price from the board lost by a 10-1
margin with one abstention Price.

Low faculty morale is a problem
that must be addressed by the
senate, Tootell said.
"We have a situation here where
the pay scale is low compared to the
people living next door and our pay
scales have been falling since 1968,"
he said.
The slow rate of promotion at
SJSU, when compared with other
CSUC campuses, has added to the
morale problem, Tootell said. But
still, the problem of low morale
"needn’t be as serious a problem as
it is."
Norton is trying to return to the
senate after an absence of two
years. He served during 1967-68 and
from 1970-74. He chaired the senate
during the 1970-71 school year. He
gave up his seat two years ago to go
on a sabbatical.
The usefulness of the senate "depends on the people on it," Norton
said, "and if they understand and
appreciate its positions."
The current academic senate has
not realized its limitations, Norton
said.
"They are very much concerned
about principles, and they should
be," Norton said, "but they have to
work within certain confines."
The present senate "lacks constructive leadership," Norton said.
As a result, "The senate finds itself
unable to reach conclusions that can
be put into practice.
"So the president (John Bonze!)
has been left to do whatever he sees
fit to.
McNeil, who leaves Monday for a
two-month sabbatical in Paris, said
his committee work left him "impressed with the importance of it
all."
Plant will also be out of town
during the voting period. He is
traveling throughout the United
States giving speeches, and is
currently in Florida. He will return
in May, and was unavailable for
Comment

By Gary Morse
If a university plan pans out,
there’s a chance you’ll see your
current English professor teaching
political science next September.
The feasibility of such transfers
in order to
save the jobs of
tenured and probationary professors
in departments with decreasing
student enrollment
is being
studied by Dr. Burton Brazil.
The idea of inter-department
transfers, according to Brazil,
former executive vice president of
SJSU, could eliminate the need to
lay-off tenured and probationary
professors who might otherwise lose
their jobs.
Brazil was requested to do the
survey and study by Gerald
Wheeler. dean of the School of Social
Sciences, and by Henry Bruinsma,
dean of the School of the Humanities
and the Arts.
Tenured professors
Both of those schools are "topheavy with tenured professors on
proposed tenure contracts ( probationaries)" and are losing enrollment at about three per cent,
Brazil said.
"Theoretically, when enrollment
drops," he said, "you don’t need as
much faculty."
He said the declining enrollment,
which reduces the amount of money
available to pay professors, will first
take its toll on the jobs of temporary
faculty.
Beyond that, the continual
downward spiral of enrollment could
mean the loss of jobs of tenured and
probationary professors
even
though increasing enrollment
in
other
demands new professors
departments unless something is
done.
"Essentially, you have two
choices," Brazil said. "You can layoff tenured and probationary
professors and hire new people, or
you can move what you have sideways keep them working but not
in the fields they’re in now."
Although Brazil said he was
pretty sure that some professors will
be teaching in different departments
next year, he said it was possible the
whole idea could fall through.
"Whether it will work or not, nobody really knows," Brazil said.
"But it’s better to try something
than to do nothing, sitting around
waiting for disaster to come."
Transfers depend
The extent of inter-department
transfers, if done at all, is dependent
on several factors, such as projected
student enrollment and the university’s budget for next year, which
are currently unknown.
By early May he will probably be
able to give Wheeler and Bruinsma
the two most important conclusions
of his study: the ability of professors
to teach in other departments and
the ability of other departments to
absorb the teaching skills.
"Right now we’re trying to find
out what talents we have on board
and see where we can use them."
Brazil, said.
He said the idea of switching

Dr. Burton Brazil
professors around to fill the teaching
needs is appealing in theory but runs
into practical problems.
"It’s a difficult job to find
suitable holes to fit the pegs you
have," he said.
Questionnaires distributed
In early March, Brazil
distributed questionnaires to faculty
in the School of Social Sciences and
the School of Humanities and the
Arts asking for college degrees and
past experience which might qualify
a person to teach in another field.
Brazil, who is now teaching an
upper division Political Science
course, said he is currently in the
"negotiating stage" of contacting
professors on an individual basis to
get a better idea of what they could
teach.
He is also sounding out department chairpersons in areas with
rising enrollment on what minimum
standards they would accept for a
professor.
"They’re not always as enthusiastic about taking retreads from
other departments as they are about
hiring new people who are specialists in the field," he said.
On the other hand, he said department chairpersons with
declining enrollments might be
picky about who they want to loan
out because the people who are
multi-talented are often the most
talented in their original field.
Overcome objections
But Brazil said he thought the
choice of horizontal shuffles versus
job dismissals might be enough to
overcome the objections of the
transfer of a qualified person.
While Brazil said he hadn’t yet
tabulated any firm conclusions from
the surveys, he did make what he
said were rough generalizations of
the data gathered:
Some faculty members had
professional skills in other departments which no one knew about,
such as a "professor in one of the
written disciplines" who was a
professional violinist.
Most of the faculty members
who could be transferred would have
to teach in a relatively similar field.
Transfering faculty members to
different departments would take
varying degrees of preparation
according to the individual, Brazil
said

He said some professors, such as
the one who doubles as a professional violinist, could switch fields
without much difficulty while others
could be ready for a different
department next fall after a summer
of academic review in another field
of interest.
Other professors with less recent
or less intensive training in other
fields, might need six months or one
year worth of retraining.
Funds needed
Funding for SJSU to pay for such
retraining is presently lacking but
Brazil said financial sources are
being sought.
Due to declining enrollment and
high tenure rates at other universities in the CSUC system, he said.
the Chancellors office is offering
$150,000 for retraining of professors
SJSU is planning to apply for the
money next year. he said. He added
that if the university does acquire
sufficient funding, it may set up a
summer institute on campus to
retrain professors.
Brazil said he was unsure of
faculty reaction to the possibility of
transfering professors between departments but estimated 10 to 15 per
cent of the professors who returned
the survey indicated they couldn’t or
wouldn’t transfer.
He also said he had no formal
opinion of the plan but had heard
positive responses from some
members of the California Faculty
Association.
Student Academic Senator Allan
Graham said he is somewhat upset
because "it might decrease the education given to students.
"Professors find it hard enough
to keep up with material in their own
field, how are they going to do it in
another field?" he asked.
Mike Nuwer, also a student
academic senator, said he wasn’t
worried that any such policy, if enacted, would hamper education.
"They’re not going to take somebody from philosophy and put him in
the Business Department," Nuwer
said.
He said such a policy program
would probably match the abilities
of professors to the courses they
would teach. The transfered professors would probably also teach founnot upper division courses
dation
he said, citing a program at CSU
Fullerton where history professors
taught English 1A.
Nuwer, like Graham, saw such a
move as inevitable.
"They’re coming down to a
point," he said, "where their arms
are tied."

Inside
A.P. "Dutch" Hamann was an
unusual salesman . . . his product
was the city of San Jose. whose
growth he guided for 19 years.
The colorful and controversial
career of Hamann, who died Sunday
in the worst air disaster in aviation
history. is covered by Doreen
(’arvajal on page 3.

Street parking ban amended
to let residents buy permits
By Mark F. Bosneag
The proposed parking restrictions on residential streets east of
the SJSU campus have been
amended to allow parking by area
residents during the hours student
parking is prohibited.
Under the proposal, amended
yesterday by the San Jose Parking
Advisory Committee, residents of
12th and 13th streets between
William and San Fernando streets
would be able to purchase permits
from the city allowing them to park
on those streets from Ito 8 p.m.
The hours of the proposed student
ban were extended from 3 to 8 p.m.
to the present seven hour restriction
recommendation.
The committee also gave its final
approval to a two-hour parking time
limit for 337 spaces on parts of
Fourth, San Carlos, San Salvador.
San Fernando and 10th streets.
The recommendations will be
presented to the San Jose City Council Monday for their consideration
and should be approved or rejected
in about 45 days, according to committee chairman Art Hormel.
If approved by the council, the
parking restrictions would go into
effect the beginning of next
semester, Hormel said.
Last month, the parking advisory
committee voted to recommend to
the council a plan prohibiting all

parking on the two streets from 3 to 8
p.m.
That proposal was protested at
the committee’s March 17 meeting
by Steve Wright. A.S. Public Information Officer, and Louie Barozzi,
president of the Campus-Community Association, a group representing 110 campus-area households.
Wright asked the committee to
delay starting the ban until a complete parking plan for the university
is done.
Barozzi told the committee the
parking proposals would not solve
the university’s parking problem,
but merely push it onto other streets
in the campus area.
Yesterday’s amendments to the
parking recommendations were "an
attempt to accommodate everybody’s needs." Hormel said.
"We tried to take into consideration all sides of the matter,"
he said. "I think we’ve come up with
a fairly equitable solution."
The addition of two hours to the
parking ban was in response to
requests by the Naglee Park Homeowners’ Association, who initiated
the idea of a student parking ban in
their neighborhood, according to
committee staff member Gary
Thompson.
Wright said he is "not pleased"
with the committee’s revised ?worn

mendation, and that he will represent the A.S. in opposing the recommendations when they are presented
to the council on Monday.
Barozzi was not available for
comment.
There is some question on the
constitutionality of limiting parking
on city streets to certain segments of
the population. Attempts at similar
ordinances have been ruled unconstitutional in Virginia. Ohio and the
District of Columbia, but a new California law would allow the city to
make such an ordinance.
The mayor’s office has asked
Deputy City Attorney Ted Laskin to
investigate the recommendation’s
legality.
Laskin said he would have no
comment on the issue until his investigation is complete.
Hormel said he didn’t feel the
parking restrictions would be ruled
unconstitutional if taken to court
because "we haven’t discriminated
between classes of people."
"We haven’t dealt with the situation harshly and have tried to
accommodate all sides," he said.
The recommendations will be
presented at a meeting at 2 p.m.
Monday with the city council, officials of the Santa Clara County
Transit District, SJSU President
John Bunzel and other concerned
itherests from the university and
community.
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Seal hunters should be stopped’

Letters
Purse thieves
loom at large
Editor:
I would like this to be a warning
to all people who carry a purse.
Watch out for people who go around
lifting wallets out of them.
While I was sitting in the Student
Union, I overheard a student telling
another student that the guy who
was sitting next to her was trying to
steal her wallet. The girl found it
hard to believe and so did I.
When the guy who was sitting
next to her, came back I could not
help but to keep an eye on him. He
was the typical student with books,
going over his notes. I thought "that
guy doesn’t look the type." Boy was
I wrong!
The guy kept dropping his hand
down on the side of her chair by her
purse. At one time his hand was
almost inside the purse when the girl
moved. The movement startled the
would-be thief and he put his arm
back on the arm rest. The guy finally
gave up and went on his way.
I always considered my purse
safe if it was with me but now I am
not so sure. It is a sad thing when
you can’t be sure about the person
sitting next to you.
Nothing could be done about it until the guy actually took the wallet,
but if the student who had warned
her was still watching and if this guy
succeeded, I don’t think he would
have gotten far.
Thanks to the concerned student
the girl still has her wallet, and I wit;
watch mine more carefully
Denise Lowney
A .J corrections junior

Work greater
than believed
Editor:
In response to Kathy Dinshaw’s
letter of March 30 charging poor
publicity for the Menahem Pressler
recital the following should be recognized:
The A.S. Program Board’s publicity campaign for the recital included one ad in the San Francisco
Chronicle, two ads in the San Jose
Mercury, one ad in the Palo Alto
Times, four ads in the Spartan
Daily, posters and flyers on the
SJSU campus as well as four other
local college campuses, and press
releases to the fine arts departments
of all local newspapers and radio
stations.
In addition, the Spartan Daily ran
an announcement the day of the
recital and University Relations
edited our press release and sent it
to their own mailing list. Other incidentals such as several announcements over the Student Union public
announcement system, memos to
the music instructors, etc. are too
numerous to list.
The charge that the recital was
not publicized enough in advance is
more valid. We received the posters
and flyers later than they were pro-

mised and some mistakes had to be
corrected.
The poor attendance was not
solely due to poor publicity. It was
partly due to lack of student interest.
Building an audience for the classical arts at SJSU is an arduous task
and is often disappointing. Most of
the classical concerts are characterized by small, albeit enthusiastic audiences.
Any suggestions for improvement or help concerning the
Program Board’s attempt to provide
students with quality programming
would be greatly appreciated
Toni McDonald
Program Board Secretary

Build garage,
not library
Editor:
What is wrong with the library
the way it is?
As I see it, the main problem on
this campus is parking, not lack of
reading sources. I suggest to whomever it may concern that they
reconsider this move and pay
another architect to design a new
parking structure.
This is my second semester at
SJSU. I am a commuter. Parking is
a problem.
Last semester the parking
problem was brought up many times
to Mr. Bunzel. He claimed "lack of
funds" was the reason we could not
have a new parking garage.
What do we need more, a superduper solar $11 million library, or
more parking space?
How will a person get to this
library if there is nowhere to park a
car?
Mike Morales
Administration of
Justice junior

Student voice
in selection
Editor:
This is in response to A.S. Vice
President Jeff Brown’s statement in
the Mart* 40 issue. He said "No
students hail any choice in choosing
the university president." I was a
student who had such a voice.
After President Clark resigned in
May 1969, I was asked to sit, eventually as the campus representative,
on the Chancellor’s ’Rainbow’ committee for the selection and screening of a new president. I worked with
that committee eight months.
In that brief span we evaluated
more than 100 resumes and interviewed more than 20 candidates.
Although I believed we had at least
five of the nine votes necessary to
secure a candidate favorable to the
wishes of the faculty and student
body, it became evident that the
university, and its local autonomy
were to be challenged by the
Chancellor and presumably the
Trustees.
At the close of that period, and

after considerable harassment then
and later, I left the committee, being
replaced by another student.
However. I left with the impression
that the faculty, who had been assured they would have a voice in the
selection process, had a clear idea of
what they wanted in a college
president; we were in accord over
that matter.
With the change of student administration in May 1970, Jim Self.
now San Jose city councilman, and
Bill Langan, A.S. President,
replaced us in this vital role. Though
they were reportedly of the opposition party, I do not recall any
fundamental difference in our vievi
of what the campus could become.
There was much talk of soon
gaining recognition as a university.
and we were determined the president was to be selected with care
and concern for the college’s
uniqueness.
However. as I recall it was the
Trustees who chose to reject our
three highest candidates, and as I
recall it was Mr. Reagan. then
Governor while sitting on the Board
of Trustees as an ex-officio member,
who suggested the selection of John
Bunzel, then vice president at San
Francisco State University.
I have examined John Bunzel’s
qualifications candidly, in private,
and had no quarrel with his
credentials in comparison with other
qualified candidates which we, the
committee, considered. I went so far
as to notify the Chancellor that I
would concur, ex-post facto, with the
decision of the Trustees while withholding my explicit approval or consent. I have since felt that President
Bunzel, while appointed in a highly
charged political atmosphere,
should be judged by the merits of his
actions and not the cloudy basis for
his appointment, and I wish others
on this campus would start doing
likewise.
Tim K. Fitzgerald
Second B.A. History

Swim stories
harmed team
Editor:
In regard to your past coverage
of our swim season, I feel your
writers-dici more harm to the sport
than help.
Consistently throughout the season, whenever we were fortunate
enough to get an article in the Daily
it was characterized by misquotes,
incorrect information, or just a
general amount of second-guessing
on behalf of the writer.
However. Monday’s article was
the straw that broke the camel’s
back. Not only was the entire article
filled with incorrect information, but
it was very degrading to both Gary
Krage and Brian McKinley.
To begin with, Krage did not
"lose," he placed 11th in the 200 yard
breaststroke, qualifying him for
NCAA All-American honors.
Secondly, the comment concerning our financial help was also
incorrect; we did receive some
donations from the community but
more than three-quarters of the en-
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Mark Rosenberg is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
begin to comprehend the gruesome
fate mankind holds in store for their
pups.
Upon completion of their yearly
journey, the females congregate on
ice floes on the shores of the Atlantic. There they bear and nurse
their tiny newborn pups.
The baby seals weigh about 15
pounds at birth and have a whitish,
almost transparent pelt. This downy
fur absorbs heat and allows the suns
rays to penetrate down to the young
animal’s lean body.
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So they lie there, frightened and
deserted by their mothers while the
humanoids b,ash their heads in with
hardwood bats, then help themselves to the treasured white fur.
Because of the sub-freezing
temperatures on the ice floes, the
hunters often try to speed up the
killing and skinning process. This
means that, although it is illegal.
HuniAstabil

It is inconceivable that any
human who breathes and thinks and
is presumably capable of some kind
of feeling can be so blinded and calloused by the value of the almight
dollar that he can rob nature with
such heartless cruelty.
One way for us to help stop these
bloody baby seal "harvests" is to
send letters and petitions to politicians asking them to oppose the
importation of luxury items supplied
by the seal hunts.
Petitions imploring the prohibition of the annual slaughters are
available at the SJSU Environmental Information Center on Fifth
Street.
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Tragically, hundreds of
thousands of the baby seals are
slaughtered each spring before they
reach the age of three weeks.
It seems that some profit -hungry
beasts from the master species believe the pup’s white pelts look
better adorning the bodies of
wealthy Beverly Hills socialites than
sheltering the tiny bodies of these
meek animals.
During the first three weeks of
their lives, the baby seals spend
most of their time snuggled close to
their mothers for food and warmth.
When the adult seals sense the intrusion of two-legged killers on the
ice floes, their survival instincts
take over and they scurry, leaving
tire trip was funded by the Athletic
Department!
Granted, the swimming program
at SJSU may not be the best around,
but your articles haven’t even
helped this situation at all: they
have only made things worse.
Out of 94 different colleges and
universities competing in the
NCAAs, SJSU managed to place 31st
overall in the meet. This was
achieved only by Gary Krage’s
points in the 200-yard breaststroke.
That means that 63 schools were
beaten by SJSU, most with an
average of four to five swimmers
per school!
It is really a shame that a paper
of this caliber can’t even cover a
small sport like swimming accurately. The San Jose Mercury
published four articles during our
swim season this year. All were correct, all were filled with positive
aspects about our program, and all
were done well.
Every article that has been published in the Daily has been headlined this year with the word "lose."
It’s no wonder SJSU can’t build a
good aquatics program.

TM is also
a religion
Editor:
I was very dissapointed after
reading Charles Kirk’s letter concerning the administration’s denial
of Resurection City’s use of the
memorial Chapel.
Kirk is definitely right that this
action is discrimination, and his
analysis of the Constitution’s position on the separation of church and
state is correct.
Since the administration is now
uptight about the activities of
religious groups. I wish to point out
that Transcendental Meditation
(TM) falls in that category.
TM is a Hindu religious cult, no
matter what the numerous posters
around the campus say.
Unfortunately, the initiates to TM
are told that it is in no way religious.
However, let’s consider the facts.
The initiation lectures are based
on Hindu metaphysics. The
knowledge and theory of TM. came
from Hindu scriptures.
The initiate must go through a
religious ceremony where offerings
are made to Hindu deities.
Any person who will not at least
passively participate in the ceremony will be denied further instruction in TM.
The initiate is given a mantra,
the Sanskrit name of a Hindu deity.
The mediator repeats this mantra
mindlessly for 20 minutes, twice a
day.

Facts in need
of corrections
Editor:
Recently, your readers were
subjected to a one-sided unfounded
analysis of the A.S. support for
Greek Week.
What’s of particular concern is,
despite the verbiage evidenced by
Mr. Thomas Safley, his babbling
seems to elude the realities that
would counter every point of his
disgruntal.
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their helpless pups behind.
The baby seals cannot rttoVe as
quickly as the Canadian and Norwegian hunters can walk, making
them easy prey for the club-wielding
barbarians.

The baby seals would reach
adolescence at the age of three
weeks. By this time they would have
built up enough blubber to keep
them warm, and would shed their
fluffy coats for darker ones.

Vinie De Frank
Business junior
Member water polo team
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The mother seals rely on instincts. Their simple minds cannot

Richard Van Horn III
Industrial Arts junior
Member SJSU swimming and
water polo teams
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some of the bauy seals are skinned
before they are dead.
Imagine the torturous fate of a
two or three-week-old baby seal
which after being clubbed, regains
his consciousness and he or she no
longer has any skin.

By Mark Rosenberg
Unsuspecting female harp seals
commit a fatal error every year
when they migrate south to the
shores of eastern Canada to bear
young. Their annual trek from the
Arctic is as predictable as the return
of the swallows to Capistrano.

In setting the record straight, I
won’t go on to point out the
discrepancies in Safley’s letter;
they’re not worth mentioning. It
seems very odd that Mr. Safley
could draw any conclusion, based on
the fact that he was never in attendance at any A.S. Allocation
Committee meeting, nor has he
spoken with any committee member
regarding the Greek Week proposal.
If he did, and the opportunity is still
there, he might get his facts
straightened out.
Salley speaks of giving someone
an even break. It would be nice if he
followed his own advice and sought
the facts before making unfounded
allegations.
I only hope he doesn’t speak for
the whole Greek system
James E. Ferguson
A.S. President
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The ultimate objective of TM is to
reach "oneness" with the Hindu god
Brahman. The side effects of this
worship and exercise are the much publicised claims of relaxation,
health, feeling of well-being, etc.
The cost to the college student?
$85.
In essence then, what the
university is unknowingly doing is
subsidizing a Hindu religious cult
Although money doesn’t change
hands on campus, the university is
allowing TM to set lip shop on

Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short (250
words) and to the point. The
Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through F’riday, or by mail

campus to gather nev converts
under the guise of not being a
religion.
To my knowledge, there is no
other religious organization on this
campus which charges for its
teaching. Since TM charges money,
perhaps the university should
charge rent for the use of its
facilities.
I sincerely wonder why the
American Civil Liberties Union and
other groups and individuals don’t
class TM with other religions.
If the university is coerced into
denying access to facilities for
religion functions, then TM deserves
equal treatment
Bill Schworer
Business Management junior

Exhibition
unpublicized
Editor.
I have recently been amazed to
hear from friends that there is to be
an exhibition/showcase of the most
creative work of students from our
Theater, Music, Art and Dance departments. Supposedly it will take
place under the name of SJSU Exhibition and Performance sometime in
May and can only happen if people
are properly informed enough to
enter their work.
I would like to congratulate the
coordinating committee on its ultra poor advertising to date and its
highly uncreative posters and newspaper ads.
I’d like to know when it is going to
get its act together and let us know
how to submit our paintings, photographs, original compositions, oneacts, mime, choreographies, etc,
etc!
Stephen Maye
Art senior
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S.J. growth leader Hamann
leaves controversial legacy
By Doreen Carvajal
He displayed all the
charm, personality and
persuasiveness of a successful car salesman except Anthony Peter
Hamann’s business was the
city and the product he
sold: San Jose.
"Dutch" Hamann’s San
Jose city manager career
spanned 19 years, from
1950 to 1969. His modest
goal was to shape the city
into a metropolitan region
that might one day rival
the likes of Los Angeles.
He very nearly succeeded.
Hamann guided the
phenomenal growth of San
Jose from a pastoral orchard and vineyard town
into a major city. San Jose
grew from 17 square miles
with a population of 92,000
to 140 square miles with a
population of more than
one-half million.
Ecology forgotten
Less than two weeks ago
Hamann discussed San
Jose’s boom era, when
growth was god and
ecology nothing more than
a forgotten word in a biology textbook.
His views, an insider’s
look at the city’s past and
present, were intended for
a special edition of the
Spartan Daily.
However, the worst
aviation disaster in history
intervened Sunday in the
Canary Islands and a report of Hamann’s nostalgic
look at the past becomes
obsolete, an obituary a
necessity.
The legacy this man left
to the city is unquestionably controversial and no
doubt its merits will be
argued as long as San
Jose’s urban difficulties
exist.
Growth dinosaur
Hamann, a growth dinosaur in an age of environmental consciousness, was
proud of his past achievements. Rand studies,
government reports and
university experts regularly blamed the former
city manager for urban
problems resulting from
rapid growth.
A Stanford Environmental Law report called
San Jose, "a misplanned
city ... the product of policies and practices pursued
by city officials.
Hamann shrugged off
the armchair criticism.
’We’re the biggest’
"We were the
aggressors. We were the
biggest. When you’re successful people criticize
you," he said.
Everybody wanted
growth, Hamann claimed.
Every city battled to obtain
the industrial business and
land so necessary to increase the tax base and
municipal influence.
Spurred on by these desires, Hamann envisioned
a future San Jose that absorbed 325 square miles
with a population of 18
million.
It was not a lonely fantasy. The city council,
through policy decisions
and the public, through
confidence-vote endorsements of Hamann’s service
strongly supported the
growth philosophy that he
tried to apply.
However, Hamann admitted the rate and amount
of growth were largely due
to his influence.
"I was able to expand
and get more growth, while
the rest of Santa Clara
didn’t grow as much as we
did," he said.
"I was as powerful as
my city council let me be
. . . We were successful in
floating bond issues and obtaining federal grants.
When you’ve got a good
team of aggressive people
they look at you: they know
you ran do things." he said

Aggressive was a
favorite word in Hamann’s
vocabulary. He was 68
years old at the time of his
death last week, aged and
greying. His conversations
steadily interrupted by a
hacking cough, Hamann
physically belied the word.
Only his handshake, the
powerful tool of the salesman. reached out aggressively and clenched
firmly.
For growth
"Everyone forgets most
people were for growth,"
Hamann mused, "We were
a little bitty town with all
kinds of problems. We
didn’t have a sewer, our
area was almost as deteriorated on the outside as it is
today. When I came it was
an old town, but in the
meantime growth was
starting in the rest of the
county. This town was at a
stalemate, nothing was occurring here."
People don’t understand
what took place then, he
said. Industry was escaping city taxes in the unincorporated county areas although still using city
services such as sewer and
water lines.
"We had to reverse the
whole deal. That was my
job and it was a tough one
we had to get them into
the city," Hamann explained.
Frenzied compelition
The result was a frenzied, intense competition
with neighboring cities for
available land and resources. The annexation
wars and battles that ensued among San Jose,
Sunnyvale and Santa Clara
required the consummate
skills of an experienced
politician
skills that
Hamann took pride in
mastering.
The former city
manager enjoyed recounting his major victories and
exploits.
"You know we almost
had the city of Milpitas annexed once," the battlescarred veteran chuckled,
"Yes, that was really interesting.
Annex Milpitas
Ford Motor company
wanted to annex to the city.
It would have cost only
$125,000 to extend a water
main to the plant. We had
all the signatures for annexation of Milpitas, but
the city attorney didn’t
agree it was a proper expenditure of funds."
The "war" stories were
endless.
"Here’s another story in
itself how we killed the
city of South San Jose. You
see, the formation of the
new city had all the signatures and everything," he
said, "and we finally convinced General Electric,
Beechnut and Accent to
withdraw. According to the
law if so much of the

In an exclusive interview just before his tragic death Sunday
A.P. Hamann discussed his civic career.
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Videotapes of ASB
candidates’ speeches will
be available for viewing
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., April
4, 5,7, and Sin the AV room
of the IRC Center.

Hazards of Sleeping with
Your Sources" at the club’s
meeting, 12:30 p.m. today
in the Spartan Pub. For
more information call 2669605 evenings.

The Gay Students Union
is holding an All Fool’s
Costume Party at 8 p.m.
Saturday at Jonah’s Wail,
300 S. 10th St. Admission is
50 cents.

More than 20 representatives from major
businesses will be on campus to discuss job qualifications during "Careers
Exploration Program ’77"
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. April
12 and 13 in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room.

The SJSU Folk Dance
Club is sponsoring an April
Fool’s costume party at
7:30 p.m. tonight in the
Women’s Gym. Vadni
Ratsa will provide live ethnic music.

The Campus Ambassadors will meet for a Bible
study at 11:30 a.m., April 11
in B.C. 102.

Robert Burns, Spartan
Daily Alumni Club president, will speak on "The

The Irish Cultural
Association will meet at
2:30 p.m., today in the S.U.

247-4692

Kodak QUALITY COPIER
DUPLICATOR WILL PRODUCE EN
GRAVING -LIKE QUALITY COPIES
FROM YOUR GOOD ORIGINAL
WHY NOT GET THE BEST FOR
YOUR THESIS?
2939 PARK AVE

Pacheco Room.
Prof. Lawrence Lee of
the History Department
will review "American
Capitalism in Decline" by
Robert Heilbroner at 7
p.m., Sunday at Grace
Baptist Church.
.
MECHA will meet
discuss the "Tower
Power" appearance
SJSU at 4 p.m., April 11
the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Gary
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to
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Socialist Workers Party
will discuss "India: Before
and After the Elections" at
8 p.m. today at the Militant
Forum, 957S. First St.
I

The Coordinating Council for Fine Arts and
Humanities is sponsoring
various events in San Jose
today thru Tuesday.
Performances begin at 8
p m., at ,Morris Dailey
Auditorium, at 8 a.m., to 5
p.m. at the Performing
Arts Center and 8 a.m. to 5
p.m at the rivic Center

SANI JOIE
STATE

With over 1000 flights a week ’SA is the most convenient way
to Navel in California And you’ll like our low tares too Call your
Campus Rep Kathie Heppner (408)275-8035 or RSA

caikh

"IA us!

SANTA CLARA, CA. 9505(2.i

assessed valuation of a new
proposed city withdrew,
the board of supervisors
had to turn the incorporation down.
"Then as soon as they
withdrew these corporations turn around and annexed to San Jose," he
noted with chesire cat
satisfaction.
"You see, this was a
real job," Hamann declared.
Like a mischievous
schoolboy, Hamann
proudly claimed credit for
state legislation which restricted the annexation
competition.
"We were the result of
most of the annexation
laws being changed. We
used to go to Sacramento
and people would hide from
us. We’d storm up and
down and yell and holler at
committee meetings," he
reminisced.

Few regrets
Hamann had few regrets about his San Jose
service. Eight years after
his retirement Hamann
could still think of San Jose
only in terms of superlatives. Fittingly the role of
chief city booster was reserved for him: chairman
of the San Jose Bicentennial Commission.
But do you really like
San Jose, a hardened cynic
inquired of him. "I think it’s great,"
he said without a moment’s
hesitation, "San Jose is
going to be one of the great
cities of this country. You
know it was judged one of
the top 20 cities that are
considered the best place to
live. ."
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Classic title hopes fade for SJSU
By Rich Freedman
When Hall-of-Famer
Joe DiMaggio throws out
the ceremonial first pitch
before the Spartan
Baseball Classic championship game Saturday,
its almcst assured the
SJSU baseball team won’t
be there.
Not in uniform, anyway.
The Spartans put a
crippling blow to their
chances of even playing in
the colsolation game when
it lost 9.2 to Stanford
yesterday morning at
Municipal Stadium in front
of 194 sun-loving fans.
Stanford continued to be

the team to beat, winning
its fourth straight tourney
game before making it five
without a loss after beating
Oregon State 9-0, later in
the day.
The Spartans, 2-3, will
start freshman ace Chris
Codiroli against San Diego
State today at 5 p.m.
In other tournament
action. Arizona crushed
USF 12-0, and San Diego
State defeated UOP 9.4.
SJSU, less than 24 hours
after an enlightening 6-4
win over Arizona, saw its
chances of being the first
Spartan Classic winner go
out the window when the

Cardinals scored three
times in the first inning off
previously unbeaten Jeff
Nowolny.
Nowotny gave up only
one run in the second, but
only because he was
mercifully removed in
favor of lefty Mark Larson.
Larson escaped the
second but gave up a leadoff double to Mike Codiroli
in the third inning. He
proceeded to walk
designated hitter Kevin
Triggs before Gary Pitchford’s double sent pitching
coach Jerry McClain to the
mound and Larson to the
dugout

zzt

wommit.

Mark Fabro was the
next Spartan reliever, and
the control specialist pitched the final six innings,
giving up three hits and two
runs, both unearned.
Cardinal southpaw Rob
Irwin hurled no-hit ball for
3,-.1 innings before Randy
Johnson proved spoiler
with a single to right.
It was a Johnson RBI
single in the ninth that
shattered Irwin’s shutout,
as the Spartan shortstop
knocked in Rich Guardino.
Guardino opened the final
frame with a single and
went to second on Jay
Peryam’s grounder to
second base.
Irwin finished with
seven strikeouts,
surrendering five hits and
upping his record to 4-2.
The Cards rapped 12
hits in the game and didn’t
commit an error, prompting SJSU assistant coach
Sam Piraro to remark,
"Stanford will win the
tournament. They execute
better than any team we’ve
faced."
Piraro added, "It seems
every team has played
their best against us."
In the 2 p.m. contest.
USF held defending NCAA
champion Arizona to only
through two inone run
nings.

In the third, the Wildcats exploded for nine runs
to make it the fourth time
in five games that USF has
given up more than 10 runs.
In its five contests, USF
has been outscored 58-7.
One bright spot for the
John W Petelson
Dons: they only committed
Stanford’s Randy Wong slides safely at home plate while SJSU catcher Rick Lane looks one error against Arizona.
frantically for the ball The Cards won, 9-2, and upped their Spartan Baseball Classic record Their previous game
to SO

miscues amounted to six,
six, one and 10.
Ramon Murillo and
reliever Ray Manship
blanked the Dons on six
safeties.
Glen Wendt rapped
three hits for Arizona,
giving him nine for the
tourney. Bob Woodside had
two hits, giving him 10 in
the Classic.
In Stanford’s rout over
OSU, Mike Codiroli was
three-for-three while the
Cards scored four runs in
the fourth and seventh
innings.
Bruce Fiala tossed the

shutout for Stanford, strik
ing out seven and walking
zero.
Four Cards in addition
to Codiroli had at least No
hits.
The Cardinals challenge
Arizona tonight at 8 p.m.
In other games, San
Diego State opposes OSU at
II a.m. and USF plays UOP
at 2 p.m.
The teams with the 3rd
and 4th best records aftei
today’s round play at I
p.m. tomorrow in the
consolation game. The top
two clubs play in the
championship at 7 p.m.

and then ire the Western
Intercollegiate Golf
Championships April 6-8.
The 54-hole Fresno State
tournament will be played
on the par 72 Sunnyside
Golf and Country Club
course.
SJSU coach Jerry
Vroom said the course is of
moderate length, very
tight, with small greens
that should benefit the

straight, but not necessarily a long shooter.
The Classic will vary
from other tournaments in
that all six scores will be
counted instead of the
usual four.
Vroom did not know
why the tournament
directors use all six scores,
just that they elected to use
them and that he does not
like it.

"The rich get richer and
the poor get poorer,"
Vroom said.
Meaning the team with
the most depth will benefit
the most from this type of
scoring.
Vroom feels defending
champion Brigham Young
University should be
favored to win the Classic
as they are the second or
third best team in the

Dedy Cooper, recovered
from a sore leg, will run for
SJSU against Long Beach
State tomorrow in track
and field action at Bud
Winter Field, beginning at
11:30 a.m., instead of the
usual 11 a.m. start.

posted a 39.9 and Long
Beach a 40.7, will kick off
the running events.
The last event to be
completed will likely be the
triple jump, where SJSU’s
Ron Livers, back from a
bruised heel, should win.

Cooper’s events are not
yet plotted out. According
to coaches Ernie Bullard,
Don Riggs, and Larry
Livers, how the meet goes
will determine what races
Cooper runs.
The surety is that the
sophomore, held out of the
sprints last week because
of the right leg, will run
anchor on the sprint ( 400meter ) relay.
Then he’ll possibly run
the 200 meters, 110-meter
high hurdles, or mile relay.
Cooper will probably run
three races.
The sprint relay, in
which the Spartans have

Somewhere between the
relay and the triple jump,
one team will likely pull an
upset or two. These upsets
should decide the meet.

country.
Other top teams competing are University of
Southern California, San
Diego State, Long Beach
State, Cal-State Fullerton
and host Fresno State.
Mike Brannan of BYU,
a first team All-American
and defending NCAA
champion Scott Simpson of
USC are the favorites to
win the individual honors.

Some misconceptions of college golf:
not just solo game, high score can win
By Jim Schwartz
When someone mentions golf to a layman, he or
she usually thinks of it as
the person with the lowest
score wins. Golf is rarely
thought of as a team sport.
The one exception the
layman might think of is
pro-am competition. Proam is a professional golfer
and an amateur teaming
up against other pro-am
teams. The most notable
pro-ant tournament. the

Bing Crosby Pro-Am Clam
Bake, is held each year in
Pebble Beach.
There is still another
side of team golf. Intercollegiate golf is played as a
team sport, with six
players per team.
The two ways of keeping
score in intercollegiate golf
are dual or only two team
competition: and the
second is used when there
are three or more teams
playing

Dual competition uses
the nassua scoring system.
There are 27 points
possible, with the team
having the most points winning.
The match is played in
three foursomes. In each
foursome there are nine
possible points. Six points
for individual play and
three points in doubles
play.
The first foursome
consists of the number one

Guyon happy to rejoin team
By Al Dangerfield
A $300 misunderstanding and a lack of communications could have put
a scar on the women’s
tennis team’s respectable
7-1 dual meet season,
Tuesday when No. 2 singles
player Sue Guyon failed to
make the trip to San Francisco for a match with
SFSU.
Guyon’s reunion with
the team after missing the
match against the Gators
will help mend the weak
link in the Spartans’
smashing machine.
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’fhe No. 2 tennis star
said that she had planned
to go to Hawaii on a charter
flight with about 50 other
people in the San
Jose/Santa Clara area.
Guyon had to pay a $300
non-refundable deposit in
order to reserve her space
on the flight.
For this reason Guyon
was forced to take the
temporary option of not
playing on the team.
"I really wanted to stay
on the team, but when it
came to forfeiting $300 or
playing on the team I
decided not to forfeit the.
money." Guyon said.
Many of Guyon’s teammates did not understand
this situation and felt that
Guyon would have
betrayed them if she had
taken the trip to Hawaii

instead of helping the
Spartan netters in their bid
for the Northern California
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference championship.
Guyon got herself off the
hook by finding someone to
take her place on the flight
and didn’t have to forfeit
her money.
"I called up a lot of
people and found a girl who
wanted to take my place. I
didn’t have to lose the
money." Guyon said.

players from each school
competing against each
other for a total of three
points, and the number two
players against each other
for three points.
The number two golfers
from the same school also
team up to play against the
other number two golfers
in best ball competition for
three points.
The other two foursomes are structured in the
same way. The number
three and four golfers from
each school make up the
second group and the five
and six golfers make up the
last foursome.
Competing against the
opposing schoo"s golfer
with the same ranking, a
golfer receives one point
for having the lowest score
after the first nine holes,
one point for the lowest
score after the last nine
holes and one point for the
lowest score for the total 18
holes.
If the two opposing
golfers are tied after either
the front or back nine, or

A damn good movie

tomorrow

The winner ot the
individual champion’
ship goes to the world
championships in
Tokyo, Japan this year.

Glieden is the first
female howler to be
named from SJSU, the
third overall. Ron
Schuler of the men’s
teamwentlastyear.
According to her
coach, Terry Gregory,
"she’’, have one of the
highest averages of the
girls there."

after the 18 holes, each
school would receive half a
point.
This scoring system
would be used for the remaining five pairs of
golfers.
Best ball is two players
from the same school, in
the foursome, working as a
team.
If the number one SJSU
golfer shoots a five on the
first hole, but the number
two SJSU player shoots
only a four, SJSU would
record the four since it is
the lower or best ball for
that hole.
The scoring for best ball
is the same as individual
play.
When three or more
schools are competing, six
golfers per team are still
used, but each team uses
only their four lowest
scores after each round.
The four scores are added
together for a team score.
The team with the
lowest score wins

Key events are the pole
vault, high jump and the
sprints.
Pole vaulter Greg
Woepse has been in somewhat of a slump recently,
but should be able to take
at least a second. The
49ers’ Don Baird is inconsistent, and a good
Woepse jump might upset
Baird.
High jumper Ron Livers

must overcome two 7footers for the 49ers to win
Livers has a season best of
7 feet.
The sprints are keys for
the Spartans. An even
break in the 100 and 200
meters would help immensely.
The field events, especially the shot put. tend
to favor SJSU slightly
overall, while the hurdles
are a definite Spartan plus

Netters drop pair
Before SJSU’s tennis
team went to Southern
California for three dual
matches its record was 6-1.
When the Spartans
returned they had dropped
to 7-3 losing to top ranked
UCLA 8-1 on Tuesday and
No. 4 ranked University of
Southern California 7-2 on
Wednesday.

Vroom said he will use
Tom Pera. Don Levin, Eric
Batten, Scott Little, Terry
Breadsley and Bob Isaacson who won a play-off for
the last position beating
Achim Steinfurth, Willie
Mecadon and Bob Fulton.
The Western Intercollegiate Championship is by
invitation for 24 teams
from nine western states.
The 54-hole Western is
played on the par 71 Pasatiempo Golf Course in
Santa Cruz and will use the
four-man scoring system.
Vroom describes the
course as "very tight and
demanding and is the most
difficult in the general
area."
The 18 lowest teams
from last year’s championship automatically qualify
for this year’s tournament.
while the remaining nine
invitations are sent to
schools based on their season projection how the
team is expected to do this
season.
BYU, which has won the
championship two years in
a row, and the University
of Houston are the
favorites to capture the
tournament.
Other top teams, including SJSU, are USC.
San Diego State, University of Oregon and Arizona
State.
Brannan is the defending individual champion.
SJSU has won the
tournament seven times
and has had eight individual champions.
Vroom did not say who
he would use, as it depends
upon what happens earlier
in the week.

The 17th -ranked
Spartans only victory came
on Monday downing Long
Beach State University 8-1.
Nial Brash, playing No.
1 for SJSU, was one of the
few bright spots for the
Spartans, winning all three
of his singles matches. The
victories kept Brash undefeated in dual match
singles play.
Against USC’s Bruce
Manson, Brash defeated
one of the top collegiate
players in the country, 6-3,
6-0.
Krikorian said Brash
played one of his best
games in his life, not
missing a shot.
In his other matches,
Brash beat Van Winitsky of
USLA 6-3, 6-2 and Long
Beach State’s Doug Austin
6-3, 6-0.
Bill Harper had SJSU’s
other win against US(’
beating Charles Strode 4-6,
6-2,6-3 in No. 5 singles.
"Overall I’m a little
disappointed in the way we
played," Krikorian said.
"(Dat ) Couch should

have won his match
against UCLA as he had
double match point with
the serve, but he let it slip
away.
"(Henry ) Jacobson
played well enough to win
his match against USC, and
Harper and Jacobson
should have won their
doubles match against
USC," Krikorian said.
The Spartans’ schedule
does not get any easier as
they play No. 3 ranked
Stanford, April 11 in an
indoor ’outdoor match
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Clare Glieden of the
SJSU women’s bowling
team will be one of 24
women from around the
country competing in
the National Intercollegiate Individual AllEvents Bow ling
Championships in Milwaulcee Monday.
Glieden will leave
immediately for
Wisconsin after she
helps tile Spartan team
in the sectional meet in
Las Vegas today and

’Coop’ to run at 49ers

Golfers ready for Fresno State Classic
By Jim Schwartz
While most SJSU
students are relaxing,
skiing, going to Tahoe or
catching up on homework
during the Spring break,
the men’s golf team will be
on a working vacation playing in two tournaments
during the recess.
The Spartans will play
today and tomorrow in the
Fresno State Golf Classic,

Glieden first
to nationals
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Poet Audre Lorde comes to SJSU
Black feminist and poet
Audre Lorde will hold a
two-day residency at SJSU
April 12 and 13 as a part of
the Campus-Community
Poetry Festival.
Lorde, author of five
books of poetry and past
nominee for a National
Book Award, will lead rap
sessions and a panel discussion on April 12 and a
poetry writing workshop on
April 13, all of which are
free to the public.
The informal rap
sessions will start at 12:30
and 4:30 p.m. in the S.U.

Guadalupe Room. The
panel discussion is scheduled for 3 p.m. in the A.S.
Council Chambers. The
poetry workshop on April
13 will be at 10:30 a.m. in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

She will also have a free
public reading of her works
at 8:30 p.m. April 13 in the
S.C. Umunhum Room.
Lorde is an instructor at
John Jay College of the
City University of New

S.U. show finds new spaces
Debut" will take place
from 4 to 7 tonight for a El
donation.
The exhibit, which will
feature new utilization of
soave will be open on

Unconventional use of
space will be the focus of an
interior design show in the
S.U. Ballroom beginning
today at 10 a.m., and running through Wednesday.
A reception for the show
entitled "San Jose State
University Designers’
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By Bruce Wylie
significance that the In"One does not pass dians placed upon the
through time, but time en- native wilderness and to
ters upon him, in his place. each other.
Notions of the past and
"The storyteller Pohdfuture are essentially no- lohlc gave me the name
tions of the present. In the Tsoai-talee (a monolith of
same way an idea of one’s volcanic rock in
ancestry and posterity is Wyoming’s Black Hills).
really an idea of the self."
He believed that a man’s
These lines relate to an life proceeds from his
incident of realization in name, in the way that a
the childhood of Kiowa river proceeds from its
Indian author N. Scott source."
Momaday, as seen in his
Indian roots
memoirs entitled "The
In researching for this
Names."
book, Momaday traced his
Momaday’s concept of ancestry back four
ancestry and posterity generations on both sides of
being linked is further his parentage to examine
reflected in his dedication:
his own roots.
"In devotion to those whose
Deep within his roots
names I bear and to those lies the strong oral tradiwho bear my name."
tion of his Kiowa ancestry,
Recent residency
transported to the SouthMomaday, a professor west for its expression.
at Stanford University,
Momaday writes about
spent a two-day residency this childhood with afon the SJSU campus two fection tracing the changes
weeks ago as part of the that occurred within himCampus -Community
self as well as the world of
Poetry Festival.
the reservation during the
1930s-40s.
The 1968 Pulitzer PrizeThe transition from
winning novelist speaks
warmly with his words toddler to teen is placed in
regarding his early en- , perspective against the
vironment on the South- rich texture of his anwest Indian reservations.
cestors and their memories
"Dawn is on the desert of the past.
for a longtime, and the air
Old remembered
is clean and cold; it feels
Especially vivid are the
like frost, and it draws the remembrances of the old
skin tight about the hands ones of his past and of their
and face. Look across the part in his shaping.
dunes wrinkled with light
Memories of influence
and shadow; the colors,
came from Mammedaty,
before they deepen, are the
his grandfather, the Kiowa
colors of shells or of birds’
peyote man; Aho, his
eggs."
grandmother, once a MexiSpiritual reflection
can captive; and his
"The Names" reflect
mysterious great-grandboth the spiritual relationmother Natachee whose
ship that the wilderness
Indian blood re-emerged
holds for the American
three generations later in
Indian as well as eloquent
his mother with the same
recollections of his own life
name.
while growing up.
Not only do the passages
The strength of his
contain descriptions but
memoirs rides on his rich
use of the Kiowa, Navajo
and Jemez tongues that
seed his chapters with a
ealism and warmth for
those cultures.
The names of the
animals, the plants and
places all ring of the

the book can boast of 32
sepia -toned photographs
from the Momaday family
album. Included as well is
an illustration by
Momaday of his namesake
monolith in Wyoming,
Tsoai.
Momaday’s narrative is
generally autobiographical
and is thick with descriptions of terrain and its
peoples that encourage the
imaginative reader.
Imaginative story
"When 1 turn my mind
to my early life, it is the
imaginative part of it that I
take hold. This is one way
to tell a story. In this instance it is my way, ana it
is the way of my people."
"The Names" is the
first major work since his
prize-winning novel,
"House Made of Dawn,"
was published in 1968.
Since then he has
written two books of
poetry, "Angle of Geese,"
and "The Gourd Dancer"
and a collection of Kiowa
Indian myths and legends
entitled "The Way to Rainy
Mountain."
As a reader the dry
desert plains blossomed
into life with the wind and
the wolves under the carefully written lines.
"The Names" provided
an enjoyable insight into
the experiences of one man
and the ways of his people.
"It is when I am most
conscious of being that
wonder comes upon my
blood, and I want to live
forever, and it is no matter
that I must die."

COPIES
3c

overnight

no minimum

KINKO’S
123 S 3rd St.

CAMERA ONE
366S 1st Si 194 3800
FRIDAY
Last Night For
2 exoc tic classics

SHADOWS OF
OUR FORGOTTEN
ANCESTORS

LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
4 SWIMMING POOLS
GYM/WEIGHT ROOM
LIGHTED BASKETBALL
COURTS
RACQUET BALL COURTS
*JACUZZI AND 2 SAUNAS

RAMPARTS OF
CLAY

,ritemporary Dor, t
Part IV

JAWS
SINIARLANII EXPRESS
MAKIN
Shows Playing
Over Vacation
(ABARIT
UPI ANGEL
KUM LIAO
MAN WHO FELL TO FARTS
SOY & Nit DOG
FRITZ THE (AT
NSA VT DRAM(
MOS MDT SUMMAR
OROS DIN LIS NOON
Syslidese
Sneer’,

AND:

A Recreation Center featuring pool
tables, ping pong and a ceramics studio
All this and more included with every
apartment

AND:

2 Et 3 bdrm apartments all
wldishwashers, air cond., cic
ovens, garbage disposals,
washer Et dryer hook ups,
and subterranean parking.

99d-11800

!ion

;Ili :la I i nit
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classifieds
’66 Pontiac Tempest Custom. New
tires, must sell Asking $350 Call
277 8168 eves
’1313 Austin Healey Sprite: New
Engine 40 MPG. looks good.
askiog $1500 Call 246 5143

announcements
KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELFDEFENSE, b various menial Et
physical training programs are
evadable at the Institute of Psy
cho Physical Development. Inc.
la non profit organization). Full
time students get a 15% discount
Wall classes For information on
specific courses, call 293 6611 or
write or drop by 325S. 1st St..
4th Floor, San Jose.
PEER DROP IN CENTER is the one
place on campus where you can
always find warm friendly& open
people to talk to Stop by Et see
le S0011 Open 10 5 M Th Et 10-3
on Friday Located tn the Diablo
Room, 3rd floor Student Union

MINI MOTOR HOME. VW pickup
Walk
with wood camper
through, wood stove, propane
lutchen, double bed, toilet, many
ongemous extras. overhauled
engine New transaxle $2,250
Call 477 0854
VB OLDSMOBILE 864 door Luxury
Sedan, air could . AM FM, power
everything, excel. cond
$800 best offet. Call 297 1796
’72 DATSUN 1200, Vinyl top, radio
good cond , $1000 or best offer
Call 7367620 aftet 7:3) p.m Of
wind
AT, V8. PA,
’64 Rambler Classic
PS, AC, engine exc.. starter pr..,
bleat $400 or best offer Call
252 5232 eves
Sunroof.
WS FASTBACK VW
radial tees, good condition 5900
Call Debbie
or best offer
377 3922

Bartender’s
Opportunities
Now learn the skills needed to get
that summer lob you will be look
orig for S0011 Let the Master of
the trade. Harry Higgins teach
you in 2 to 4 weeks how to be a
fast, professional bartender San
ta Clara Bartention’s School, 253
N 4th, San Jose Call now.
5416
ACOUSTIC MUSIC GROUP,
Thursdays, 3 3 to 500 Share
your voice, guitar, flute it other
Diablo
musical instruments
Room, Student Union Spon
sowed by the Peer Drop In
Comet
SELF ESTEEM RAP GROUP:
Thursdays 21)) 3-30 participate
in a sell exploration of your feel,
togs and identity to establish a
self supportive system Diablo
Room. Student Uni011 Spon
sored by the Peer Drop-In
Center
Camera pans up through rubble to
medicine man who tromps down
and kneels at Arts Head, pulls oft
labels and out from An’s mouth
tolls white pearl of Ism Ism.

CASH fur hooks dool records
Phone 286 6275 Recycle Book
store. 98 E San Fernando, 52
Selection, of used books Et
records GREAT,
BUZZY
Natural Peanut Snack
unique package of high energy,
for an active person Write for
sample BUZZY. P.O. Box 6801,
52. 95150
HONEY
Locally produced
Ruthre’s Honey
1025 Bird Ave. S. J.
293 1307
DEAR STUDENTS: Your insurance
mat, in the campus lot all pout in
morance ;weds’. auto. home,
motets. life. health. If you are not
already w STATE FARM call rne
ton appt in my office or your
place or on the campus We get
mouthen to give you better
coverage. for less money Mory
Star 1253 32771 Namgo Star
(446 36491

SEXUAL ENHANCEMENT
GROUPS are currently being
formed mder the sponsorship of
the Counseling Center and the
Manage Ft Family Counseling
program The primary focus will
be on W0111011’5 orgasmic difficul
ties Wornen’s attitudes toward
themselves and their bodies are
often oilstone(’ by misconceptions. misinformation, and
negative messages received early
in life The groups will explore
some of the myths surrounding
female sexuality. deal with
negative attitudes it will en
courage the woman to learn
about herself Sr her sexual needs
For further into . or, how to loin,
one of these groups, Call
277 2966 or come in to Building
K.
POETRY WANTED for Anthology
Include stamped envelope C011
f,’,U1/0,,Ify Literature Press, Safi
94126

Dining Room Set
6 piece,
avocado, excellent cond $40.
998 5276
2 new General Steel Radials, JR78
15 on Chevy Rens Best collet
Call 288 9574
Sandwiches straight Iron; the kot
chef) Carrot price smoothies.
taw vegetable soup
Food
stamps Ok 126k. San Salvador
-37 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY
WHEN YOU’RE OUT OF
WORK" Send $4 to Metro. P 0
Box 1913, 1035 Meridian Ave ,
No 44. San Jose 95109
Garage Sale, 466 S 5th St ,
998 7768 Items selling table
with sot chairs, yellow and white
during Iwo desks lyellow and
reoll. lots of clothes. larger sizes.
20, mags. furniture. brass head
tumid) lots of materials, records.
books, etc Moving
need to
sell April 2.1 and 3rol

511
A

automotive

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
All
work guaranteed Free house
calls in central S J Tune up in
o lading parts f tono 422 Car
buretors rebuilt front $17 Also
falser work Wakes. electrical.
enceries rebuilt, etc Dtagnosts It
appraisal service for prospective
VVV buyers
Phone Dan at
793 4616 evenings

ill

help wanted

111

AMUSEMENT PARK FUNIII
Operators. Food Services,
Sales, Weekends, Easter Week.
Full time Mattoon May 28th Ap
ply in person,
FRONTIER
VILLAGE AMUSEMENT PARK

Rifle

CORY ENTERPRISES AUTO
BODY 663 N King Rd 47
926 4418 Otiality Work at Rea
sonable Rates Hood Scoops El
Fender Flares Moulded, Free Es

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
FOR SPARE TIME CASH If you
think you might be interested in
talking to Homeowners about
energy conservatoon, while mak
ing appoontments for our terve
sentahves to show how insulat
ton veil 5de, them money Et
energy, you’ll earn as mowh or
more money than roost people
you know who work full tome
Call 866 8486 between 9 11 an,
M VV f ask lot Mr Angelo

fornaleS
70

4:
:
.::

for sale

r:..

Austin America. auto trans.
297110 fleeS, radio vinyl top, very
dean $695 Call 245 2995

’64 VW w(36 HP engine Body
rough, good mach Land 13151 or
best offer
Phone Dan at
793 4616 eves
’72 MUSTANG SPRNT MDL, V8,
ow milt, $7.01
Lond
David 415 324 8694
1974 Veto
Lo Mc competition,
Orange
1111Old,,
$1700
un
comport able 274 9121 after 3 pm

Geode to
WORK OUTDOORS
SWOONS and permarernt lobs in
taxmen/atom, forestry, wiktlife
mum, Describes qualifications
where to apply, etc For oidermg

Classified Rates
One
day

Two
days

SI 50
2 00
250
300

700
2 50
3.00
350

rom 101 take Tully Rd., West
,’1515 McLaughlin Rd., San Jose

Each additional line add
50
50

Three Four
days days
225 240
2 75 7 90
3 25 340
375 390

Fine
days

MEN& WOMEN
Independent distributors wanted
for new lot al travel and events
magazine Choose your owo,
hours Income opportunities uto
limited Call Tim Gauhan at
737 8196 Day or Night
LIVE IN CARETAKER Wanted for
downtown church Free room in
exchange for some duties Call
926 3/99.
WANTED 10
Mech Eng for work in Aral. Bil
pupal
Arabic a must College
degree prof Living allowance.
SAL oegotiable Send resume
to Box 5791 Presidio. Monterey,
Ca 93940
.
Stielleer
Jobs-Forest ServIce
How, Where When to Apply
Complete Inlormation $3 Mis
Mon Mountain Co . Box 7272.
116 6th Ave . Poison Moot
59060

housing

750
3 00
3.50
400

h.

Semester rate 1.01 ossues1 $75 00

ii Housing
ii Lost and Found
ii Personals

I i

SI
011

.143 09211 I
Si Hours NO00
Sai ft Sono

Gabardine, Herringbone, and
Tweed: Beware’ Armageddon is
coming’ Prepare to meet thy
DCORRES""IPONDANCE WELCOMED
I’ve twee audio:mated lot the past
lout peals Et week’ rotten
exchanistig tenets with nutter,.
melded studeets If you raSpOlia,
a photo would 1w coesideted ao,
additional pleasure Sietwely.
Mayo W Turner II. P 0 Box
10013, Butner, N C 27509
Armageddon: Chit while yoe’re
almost W1.1 we got dem with
you guys you’ll "ever Want 10
Rork’ Golrf again, Gabardine
Herringbone. Et Tweed
To the lady in the light blue
Plyonnuali who made a right ttion
aften vvaleng for d left turn woth a
left signal at 3 15 p m Thies
March 24 at 7th Et William I
wrecked my mototcycle bra I dill
SNP alive,
Happy 3rd Anolyef
RICHARD
sary 14 4 771 Love. Hash xxxo
not an April Fool
Jaim
VAAATI
Joion Beautiful, Elohlo Plop,

personals

GAY MEN AND WOMEN
III the San Jose community dm Gay
Studertts Uni011 meets every
Thurs at 8 p m u, the Student
Union We offer an informal
atmosphere for gay people til
meet, matte friends and explore
different aspects of out gayoess
If you are erttering gay Ide for the
first time you will find GSU a
frietelly place to come out Those
of tiS who nerd in love and he
loved by members oft,.,, owil sex
feed each other Fof More sat.
’nation, about out meetings
netnews watch the Span:amide
or call the Informatme Offs e
WE
298 GAYS WE’RE HERE
CARE, ATTEND,
MEETING PEOPLE YOU REALLY
LIKE hie no,., been easy
flOVY Al VIDEOBRIDGE yoit
See and hear informal interviews
of people you’d late to know bet
ter on in,,, vorlen tape televise.
Wsteno You meet only the peo
tole you wife, to Mee and who

(Comfit .101

If

.93

services

.:1

IBM SELECTRIC
263334
Reports. Theses. Resumes. Term
Papers, Letters Et, Pick le, and
delivety at SJSU
INTELLIGENT TYPING -editing,
form, grammar. Et tapes Call le
tween 9 a m 9 ti nr, Margo,
Ree,Yle, 996 1261,
TYPING

TYPING

TRANSCRIPTION.

papers. resurneS

1,4111
fileSeS, elf110,

protects, letters. etc 75( page
and up IBM COffetaifIll Selec
nits Small busiuess accounts
solicited Call 2934521, If a chant
answers, don’t hang top Ask for
NORTH
KITTY CARTER
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SEA
VICE. 2934521,
Let "THE SECRETARY" Mai Your
thems, report on tern, paper Fast
and efficient IBM Sel COffis,
1111,1 Weekends also avail:41,h.
446 1525, ask for Betty
Dissertation design oi aicilytm
Hum’ Call ACRE ti 328 /1/5
TYPING SERVICE. ()tinkly work
ham Rtsisorlable Glee SOlall
Huston
A1111
San
ill.’
5/8 3/01
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Nee Prelkuiney toed , oonseling
on altematoves to posjoallt
COM/Mien’ oregnallt,y hormone
asiontial
eon All selyirte
Call CHOICE 358 2/66
Detes-get the mos, hoot yew es ,sel
hie Let es help you Orieshooto
neut sent in ONS,:fool voutesle
All u,,tu confitleetial Match
maker PO Box 24691I Soon Jose.
CA 95154
WEDDING PHOTOS I Ult.
pill e.
COL OR CoMplefo,
avail Califon. 231 4909 RI,

1, Im
1., IOU Cite

stereos

irlf01114,111011 On a flee OM 110ml,
11011 Remember you only Iom
so make the most ot 11’.
once
Call 244 3308 VIDEOBRIDGE
open M F 11 9 pm it Sat 11 ti
pot Ask about our skidoo this
count,
For Permanent Hair Removal Call
Registered Electrologist at 235 E
Santa Clara St 294 4499

SAVE THIS AD fir 401, y00 001
chasi, costly stew, o ontoppromi
1111015
chosk with
loi
200 e
In,,,,], a Ailu,
IV
tap.. let tillYtlo 01k
r .1
trurcluimog the Right twat du,
first field with Ito hassle, We
Illaillifacitife

Idle of
HI Fo strimkets and oohed, 1.4 01
Oillq fele stet wholesal., ruOS,
81,11,11,
Smola.

travel
PASSPORT 510 Photo Spe,m,
$2
ter / 4.1 e.1
,1
photos Regular Iv,,,’ 01 fit,
PHOTOGRAPHY 293 /On,
Paseo de Sdll A11101.10 1,
MON 1 /S1 f-t 2.1Stoonoti
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Paris
lonittre
Alletor11.1111
Frankleol
Zurich

Rome
Brussels
Istaen
Lisbon
Hoeg Strout
Mexwo
Pholoppones
Clift.ag0
New York
Hawaii
7 cave/ SOIVIt es wall
able Ewalt Pass
H11114111rcISS
S11.1411411 Ideell

ty Cant Issoiano e
Youth Hos
tel Cards
Ovetmras Job
Placeineet I SIM-1011N ()idyl
Told loll on-nature iBuilgen
Stip lents hereon mope., Floghts 11
Irmo is
Catopmg toms In F111
ope
Stiodine Reties to ASid
Alrica, Austorilia II Mildk. East
from Europe
haw*, In
511,111Le
I Ided PUNKA.,
Can L1,15101] d111,1 PolahaellO
Skidoo, Tools 1,, fear,’ hr
USSR from Europe
Cu,,,,.

Rio 8
Davis .it CAMPUS
TRAVEL ADVISORS 505 S
10th St al Waluites St &VI
Jose, CA 91,112 .40131 292 1613
Mn,
Fri 9 .1 111 5 to no oi by
uploonl,,v’cI 259 8356
EUROPE
Student

ISRAEL
chilituf

AFRICA
llulll,ts

APPLICATIONS NOW APING AC
CEPTED
1977 and
Ai .1,11,111s. year
1911 78
tor
MOSCOW LENINGRAD LOS
DON
PARIS 01.105
NICE
SALAMANCA ViENNA FLOP
PER I Wan
ENCE
GENEVA
COPENHAGEN AMSTERDAM
All soasects fox all slipknots no
Ai nodded
good staruleig
tonivonstty cows., 4 6 8 week
semmeo tonne. ,PI
senses. ter. full year loons Stoll
11101 loom $7111 Year from 01593
CONTACT CENTER FOR FOR
LION STUDY S AT Ailtowespres
Arvo An
Dept M. 216 S
4810/
MIt.1110.10
loot
313 667 5575

Happy
Easter
From the
Spartan Daily
Advertising

Don’t stay Filmy! lo
pe011e Let 115 eIl 11
take 1111,1Chd1111151.

afiSWof the
10, moil We
011 1 Of is,,p1
peek/
fodfd
SINIftiflo o00.1s
Nolen.* uarlleffle

Staff

stereos. typerwriters anything
yon have to Sell except illOOlIfIg
and stuffed lllll dole Call The

Print Your Ad Here
211 1,11tys and 4, ,

Services

Transportation
Travel

Phone

Address _
City__

_

Enclosed Ise _ -For ____DaYs

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

’Deadline, two days prior to pubiication

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95111

’ Consecutive pilbl oration dotes on
ly

No

refunds

wed

ril
ISCA
1609 Westwood
Blvd 4103 L A Cala 90024
12131826 I4669 1171i 0955

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES OFFERS DATA
ANALYSIS SERVICES
SCORING CODING
DATA
PROCESSING
’DATA
’ INTERPRETATION AND
DATA
REPORTING Of
REASONABLE RATES CALL
(4131 2678715) FOR FAIL CON
SULTATION AND ESTIMATE

Print name.

1

turn,

!tonal

Check a Classification
Help VV.inted

elt

Live on campus, walk to (Lasses.
San Jose Residence Club 202 S
Ilth For Seniors S Grad
students, oft street parking, kit
chen, TV, Fireplace, Poem, Pool
Table. Ping R0119, Courtyard,
Completely Furnished, Lunen Set
vice. Shared Rooms $94 mo $24
weekly. Single Rooms $150 ono .
$3750 weekly Inquire at 172 N
BIAS, , 293 7374
I need 2 female roommates to share
,new 3 lid, 2 bath house Lots of
room for creative persons. 5100
tail shared 10 mutates from
SJSU Er close to has lines Call
Lorraine 274 2962 Fro a Gtaplop.
Design major
Need two single
FOR RENT
ladies to tent large En level
home Nottlo Valley off Berryessa
Rd Very luxurious $150 lino
each Close to S J College Cori
tact Bev after 6p m. at 923 7596
TOVVNHSE APT. 2 bdrm 1’, bath.
, block Iron Engineering Bldg
Sundeck Study area. tenet 70
S 8th 294 7788
Lg. 2 bdrrn. apt. horn , clean. AEK,
8th and Reed $210 mo Call
2869933
Furn. 1 Bdrm. Apt., Clean, QUIET
1 blocks from S2SLI. SI% mo
Avail April 15th 556 S 51h, No
20 288 6391
STOP BY 5013 S llth St h See OM
20 onlIS 2 hr. 2 ha ages at $730
Ref tttttt shed. all new cpts, drps.
ham etc Plus a safe security
blolg No children, or pets See
manager Apt 1 286 4967
Share my 2 fro ate oil S’vale Like
muss: (Jazz Disco. Soul) Prefer
AullVe Person Call 964 08E3

jt1,1
wall’ to 110,1 you
privacy is always tatitected II
you wand 10 Indio, VOW Wei
0101,,S, afIff control your owe
social ttestiny, ,:all us In; 1110,,,

day
35
35
35
35

50
50
50
Minimum Three L ones One Day

Ammon, entente
Automot eve
F met ’moment
F or Sale

alto wrote Nova Press, Box 223E1
Sato Juse 95109
Fiction, articles, illustrators, dflrl
photographers needed for a ICS al
osss011s Tint 293 3765
AVON SELLING CAN HELP YOU
EARN MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Flexible hours Call 21,72596

Each
add,

All of this for an unbelievably low
price. Come check us put.

Summer
Hilikaoto

Phone

2096 off Hairstyling with ad

3 linos
4 Imes
5 lines
6 lines

279 2300

I
for Men
and Women’

Beauty Care
Products

I

2nd and Santa Clara Streets

2954336

WHAT
AWAY
TO LIVE

I

MIDNIGHT

Sari Jose

Memoirs reflect culture

Poet records heritage
atch
had
with
slip

PREDICEN*

Professional Pharmacists

arts &
entertainment

Unique &
Creative
Hair Styling i

I Featuring

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

UNTIL

Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m.
and will be closed Sunday,
but will open again Monday. through Wednesday
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. No
admission charge

- COUPON -

M()DERNE DRUG CO.
Danny Brooke (sophomore business majorl seems unaware of the activities of the two butterflies lurking behind his afternoon
,ittdies. The insects are actually paintings on the second story study room of Royce Hall Dormitory.

York and editor of "The
Amazon Quarterly," a
feminist movement publication. Her poetry has also
appeared in "Ms."
magazine and "Women poems."

on

cancelled

ads
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Don’t lay an egg over Easter,
hop to California ’hot’ spots
By Pam Weening
Because today is the
last day of classes, many
students will be leaving the
campus area to get away
from the ho-hum of school
life.
The Tahoe arei
provides the nearest and
biggest ski area for those
who like to play in the
powdery flakes.
With 12 ski areas,
Heavenly and Squaw
Valleys being the biggest,
ski enthusiasts can ski for a
day for anywhere between
$8.50 and $11.
Skiing is at its best right
now in comparison to the
less-than-adequate conditions that have plagued
sierra resorts for the past
two seasons.
Places to stay in Tahoe
can usually run from $5 to
$32 a night per person.

Due to the recent
drought, many of the lakes
in the Bay Area are dried
up, making water skiing
virtually impossible.
But if you’re willing to
travel, there are several
lakes that offer good
skiing.
Shasta and Hoover
Dams, Lake Tahoe, Bridge
Bay resort, Mono Lake,
Clear Lake and lakes
Arrowhead and Casitas all
offer good water skiing.
For geography nuts,
Death Valley, Shasta’s ice
caves, the La Brea Tar Pits
in Los Angeles and the
Lava Beds near Indian
Wells are all interesting
places to visit and study the
geographical land forms.
Indian Wells is the only
place that does not offer accomodations, but visitors

are seldom 20 miles from a
service station.
If heading in that
direction, however, you
should go supplied with
food, water and gasoline.
Motorcycle buffs
Motorcycle buffs can
find good riding in the
Mojave Desert near Lancaster and Palmdale.
There are several points
of interest in California for
those just looking for a
certain climate, nightlife
and sightseeing.

from $7.50 to $52.00 a night.
Palm WNW
Palm Springs offers a
year-round resort for
mineral bath, golf and sun
worshippers.
Palm Springs is probably a little expensive for
students unless camping
out, but it does offer interesting sights and a
relaxing atmosphere.

Santa Catalina Island is
a pleasure paradise just 22
miles off the coast of
Southern California.

Motel prices in Palm
Springs usually run from
$18.00 to $56.00. Temperatures in Palm Springs
in April usually range from
86 during the day and 57 at
night.

The island can be
reached by boat $8.50
round trip) or sea plane
($21.00 round trip.)
Island tours usually run
from $2.25 to $7.50. Places
to stay can run anywhere

Night life is at its best in
Las Vegas. Las Vegas is a
dazzling array of the best
entertainment in the world,
all at bargin prices and
nightlife needn’t be confined to after dark hours.

SPEED READING COURSE
TO BE TAUGHT IN SAN JOSE

Being a kid at heart can
be fun if you visit places
like Disneyland, Magic
Mountain, Knott’s Berry
Farm and Marriott’s Great
America.
Admission prices
Each park has its own
admission price which can
run anywhere between $5
to $7.95.
It’s best when planning
a trip anywhere to check
first with an office of the
parks department, travel
agencies and automobile
clubs to get the information, maps, prices
and weather temperatures
you’ll need to know.

Rest, relaxation and recreation can be found in several California hot spots,

But wherever you
decide to go, plan ahead.
That way the Easter bunny
won’t be the only one
hopping.

SJSU cement canoe entered
in annual race this weekend
An SJSU cement canoe
will undergo its first and
last competitive test this
weekend in the sixth annual Cement Canoe Race.
The 30-team college
competition will convene at
Lopez Lake near San Luis
Obispo.
The SJSU student
chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE built the four-man
canoe, which weighs about
200 pounds.
SJSU has won the competition for the best design
in the past three consecutive meets, but during last
year’s race, it tipped over,
civil engineering professor.
Robert Fisher, said.
"This year’s has a
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chance. Its too thick, but it
has a chance," according
to Fisher, the ASCE faculty
adviser.
Construction of these
canoes begins with a wooden frame of thin strips. Linoleum is then laid over the
frame, and glued to it. A
wire mesh is next wrapped
snugly around the frame.
The final step is applying the cement, but before
this is done, various
cements are tested for

strength and case of application.
"The canoes are always
over-engineered," Fisher
said, "because you don’t
want it to fall ;part in the
middle of the race."
As a necessary precaution, foam rubber is
stuffed into the tips of the
canoe. This prevents the
canoe from sinking, and littering the bottom of Lake
Lopez with the carcasses of
dead cement canoes.

The host team is Cal
Poly -San Luis Obispo.
Included in the competition
are teams from all the California State University
College campuses with
engineering departments,
and also participating will
be teams from Stanford
University, UC Berkeley,
UC Davis and UCLA.
The award for best
canoe design is given by
the American Concrete
Institute.

R.A. job applications
being accepted now
Applications for
students who want to be
dorm Resident Advisors
( R.A. ) are available in the
Housing Office and at the
individual dorm offices.
The filing deadline is April
15.
All applicants will be
interviewed by a "Team"
consisting of present
R.A. ’s, Residence Hall
Directors, and students,
starting April 17. Any dorm
resident who applies will
not be interviewed by anyone from their building.
Students who apply
must be 21 years old or an
upperclassman, be planning to take no more than
12 units during the fall
semester, and cannot have
any outside jobs.
It is also recommended
they have a cumulative
SJSU grade point average
of 2.5 or higher.
Preference will be given
to students with active residence hall, leadership and
extra -curricular experience.
The job responsibilities
consist of:
Helping to develop a
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sense of awareness and
community on their floor
along with an atmosphere
of academics and personal
interaction
Getting students involved
in dorm activities and personally participating.
Assisting the counseling
staff when needed
Performing office duties
and being responsible for
dorm security
Substituting for the Residence Hall Director whenever he is not around
Assisting the dorm
residents whenever possible.
They must also attend
staff in-service training
and orientation programs,
once a week.
R.A.’s are expected to
be on duty and available in
the dorm from 7 p.m. to 7
a.m. during the week, until
7 p.m. on Friday nights and
all day Sunday.

V

For all of this work an
R.A. recieves a salary of
$1,550, per academic year.
Out of this he pays for his
room and half of his meals,
amounting to atout $470.
The rest of the wals are
received in exchange for
working one hour a week in
the dining commons.
It is unknown at this
time how many openings
there will be, because
present R.A. ’s don’t have
to notify the Housing Office
whether they are planning
to leave until April 15.
Further information
can be obtained by contacting the housing office
at 277-2126.
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The Golden State Reading Lab is offering their famous speed
reading course to a limited number of qualified people here in the San
Jose area. The average person who completes this course can read
10 times faster, and with substantially improved comprehension and
better concentration.
This famous course has taught many thousands of people to read
over 1000 words per minute with the ability to understand and retain
what they have read much more effectively. Average graduate can
read most novels in less than one hour.
For complete details about this famous speed reading course, be
sure to attend one of the free one hour orientation lectures that have
been scheduled. These lectures are open to the public, above age 13
(persons under 18 should be accompanied by a parent, if possible)
and the course will be explained in complete detail including class
schedules, instruction procedures and a tuition that is much less than
similar courses.
These meetings will be held on Thursday March 31, 6:30 PM and
again at 8:30 PM, at Dunn Hall, San Jose Center Of The Performing
Arts, 255 Almaden at San Carlos, and on Saturday April 2, 10:30 AM
and again at 1:30 PM at the Holiday Inn, 1355 N. Fourth St. Additional
meetings will be held at The Letterman’s Club, 425 N. Fourth St., on
Sunday April 3, at 2 PM and again at 4 PM, Monday April 4, at 6:30 PM
and again at 8:30 PM, and TWO FINAL MEETINGS on Tuesday April
5, at 6:30 PM and again at 8:30 PM.
Classes are limited and class places will be filled on first come
first serve basis only. Be sure to attend the earliest meeting possible
to insure a class place. Group rates are available upon request.

